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Reprints from the Early Days of Information Sciences

Notice

This book contains several reprints of pages selected from several books by
Arto Salomaa or books dedicated to him. They contain interesting historical
information about Arto Salomaa and the research community in general. We
did not want to rephrase or rewrite the original statements, since we believe
that the way they were presented originally, has a particular value for the
reader.

We kindly ask for these reprints not to be viewed simply as graphic
illustrations from previous publications, but to be read as a part of the
presentations in this book.



Interview with Arto Salomaa

The interview conducted by Radomir S. Stanković in the office
of Arto Salomaa, B-6035
Turku Centre for Computer Science (TUCS)
Joukahaisenkatu 3-5 B
20520 Turku
Finland
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A look from the door of the office of Prof. Salomaa, B-0635 in ICS Building of TUCS
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Memorandum of letters used by members of the Finnish Academy

Interview with Arto Salomaa

To simply explain who is Arto Salomaa it is sufficient to say One of the Twelve
as stated in the memorandum of the letters used by members of the Finnish
Academy.

The biography of Arto Salomaa has been published many times at different
occasions, as for instance, when he was accepted as a member of one of four
Academia, some round birthdays, etc. Therefore, instead of writing yet
another formal one, we will provide several photos and excerpts from books
written by Prof. Salomaa or devoted to him. These photos should illustrate
the main principles accepted and appreciated by Prof. Salomaa in his life and
work. Photos were taken while talking with Prof. Salomaa about his
numerous books. They were taken without any pretensions except to be some
simple reminders of particular details he presented, however, later we
realized that they can tell much more than that.

For details in biography of Prof. Salomaa and concrete data, we refer to

Juhani Karhumäki, "A short biography of Arto Salomaa", Information and
Computation, Vol. 151, 1999, 2-4,

and to the web site of Prof. Salomaa

http://vanha.math.utu.fi/staff/asalomaa/

prepared in the very same excellent and clear way as his numerous

publications.
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Interview with Arto Salomaa

Interview

We would like to ask about your work in Multiple Valued Logic, since this
would be the main subject of this issue of Reprints devoted to a part of your
work.

Recently I have not really done anything except, there is one thing, I don't
know if you know about this, this is a recent book, it appeared in 2006, here
I wrote an article about Moisil and Many-Valued Logic and it has some of my
recollections. This is the only thing I've really published about this after what
I've said in 1964/65.

We would like to reprint this paper in Ajatus, the first paper from 1959 and
maybe we also could take a look in this.

This was actually my first publication.

This is why it is so interesting.

Then my PhD thesis was about Sheffer functions and the main theorem
appeared also In the Journal of Symbolic Logic in 1960.

You were very active as a reviewer for the Journal of Symbolic

Logic. That is true, however, only in early days, but not

anymore.

Let me maybe first start with a classical question. Everyone knows who you
are in science, but it is very interesting to see how you view yourself in this
perspective, because you have so many different interests, including sauna, on
your web pages there are photos of your family, and so on. What you would
say now about, what is your main?

It is very difficult to say what the main is, because there are so different
things in many years, but I have really always liked the things I'm doing at
the moment, and I have written many books. In another interview, not so
long ago, Christian Calude asked me what I liked, and I would say I like my
first book, "Theory of Automata" the most, and it was quite long, 7 seven
years after my PhD, but it was the first book. The publisher was very bad,
this Pergamon Press, there were all kind of scandals, they screwed up things
enormously, but I still like the book. And I think that for things that are in
the book still nothing much has changed from these days, it is very
mathematical, so it stays the same.

Exactly as you say in one title: "Theory is Forever".
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Yes, this was one book that was published for my birthday, so that was not
my invention, the title.

May I ask you about your name - Arto Kustaa Salomaa. Who gave you the
name, maybe your father?

Yes, so in the first place my last name, of course, comes from my father and
his original name was Grönholm, which is a Swedish name and means Green
Island. When he was very young, something like 15, in that time there was a
movement in Finland to translate names into Finnish, and Salomaa is quite
common name in Finland. There are many Salomaas and they are not related
to me. Then Arto, it is very easy to say, is the Finnish form of German Arthur
or English Arthur. Arthur Schopenhauer was my father's favorite philosopher
and he wanted me to have this name. And Kustaa is from Gustav Swedish
name, and there are kings in Sweden with this name Gustav and I got name
Kustaa just because in Finland we have The Name Days, and today (March
17) is the day of Kerttu, that is the women's name, and I was born on June 6,
which is Kustaa's Day, so this is the explanation of the name.

Can you tell us something about the place where you were born, and early
days, how it looked in the primary school at that time, maybe you remember
your teachers or friends?

Yes, I was born in Turku, and basically spent my whole life here, I've been 10
years abroad. I was born here and my childhood was here, and of course
childhood was at the time of war, and these were very rough times. I was
pretty much alone, because my brother was in the front and my father was
also involved in war activities, and my mother and sister were also engaged.
My sister was actually 15 years older than me, so she was with me, but she
had to work until late in the evening, so I was just hanging around with boys
and this was my first contact with cryptography, because the boys gangs
were using this coding and I was very good in breaking codes and doing
things like this. I was also interested in mathematical problems in that time.

For instance, one problem when there are leagues of football teams, for
example, n teams, and how many games teams play against each other. Of
course I didn't know anything about Pascal's triangle or binomial coefficients,
but I was able to invent the rule for this and the boys did not believe this rule
and they came up with the counter example, and they took, actually fourteen
existing Finnish teams and they took actual games. There were 90 games and
my formula gave 91, 7 times 13. But when we carefully looked through the
list, one game was missing, They had two Turku teams and the game
between them was missing, so my formula was correct.
And then, of course, the elementary school of that time was for one or two
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hours per day, and there was bombing going on in Turku. Sometimes, some
of the activities were taking place in Naantali, the place not far from Turku
and the danger of bombing was not so high. After elementary school, I went
to classical lyceum, and five years after the end of the war nothing much was
available. People usually say that people were much satisfied in that time
when there was nothing available. Of course I had some good teachers, for
example, my math teacher in classical lyceum was very good, and also I liked
Latin very much, and now when I have time I still read some Latin and so
forth. In fact, it was by kind of accident that I haven't studied Latin, so I
started the mathematic studies and I was the first years in Turku and I
found my research field, Formal languages and Automata Theory, when I was
in Berkeley.

What was the profession of your father?

He was a Professor of Philosophy in Turku.

What was the problem with books and text books of that time, because it was
postwar era, no media available, how you got literature to study?

I would say that the math curricula of that time was very classical, it was
basically analysis, and a bit of algebra, and these books existed in Finnish.
But the modern books, I knew them only when I went to Berkeley.
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How have you selected Berkeley?

This was more accidentally, there was a system of scholarships and grants.
Finland was the only country that paid its debts to United States after the
First World war. And at some stage, around 1950, it was decided that from
that point on, all the further payments will be used for cultural exchange. So
scholars came to Finland and there were grants for Finnish students to study
in United States and this was graduate studies, so I have already had my
master degree when I applied this. And I really think it was kind of accident, I
knew the name of Tarski, who was in Berkeley, and I had listed three
universities, and the Committee chose Berkeley, so 1 went there. So the
Tarski's name was my choice why I've put Berkeley.

Then you said you have met John Myhill

Yes, John Myhill was one of the founding fathers of Automata Theory and I
attended his seminar. On that seminar there was a new book called
"Automata Studies" and we went through this book. My own work on this
seminar was about self-re producing machines and in that time it was not
much known in biology or anything. For instance, it was a controversial thing
whether machines could at all reproduce themselves, because there were all
kind of arguments in articles that if you self-reproduce yourself, you have to
be more than what a machine can be. Von Neumann was the great name and
my work was more or less to do in detail what Von Neumann's paper was. My
work there was never published, this was kind of very detailed constructions
of instructions for the machine. Parts for the machine were randomly
provided in plane, and the machine was moving around and collecting the
parts. It was like Theory of Turing Machines.

Maybe in that time there were thoughts - can machines think?

Yes, the artificial intelligence was also forming, there were all kinds of
questions what is possible for machines and what is not. If I compare the
situation then and now, the differences are that in late fifties and early
sixties, people were very optimistic with machines translations, that it is a
very easy thing to translate from one language to another, but this was very
difficult. And people were thinking that machines could never play good
chess, now it turns to be the entirely opposite.

So, there have been some different opinions then and now? How do you predict
the future of machines nowadays, they will put us into slavery?

I don't think so; I am not into science fiction. Of course this is more political

question, like some search engines as Google, if they get too much power or
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one gets information only from them, it is not so good. But, I think, once you

use your own judgment, it is a very good source to find information.

Do you think they have changed the way of learning or thinking of people,
because now we can find data and information everywhere.

Well, I think the learning is certainly totally different now, and this is of

course problem for teachers, because if you have to write an essay, it is so

easy to copy from internet and it is very difficult for teachers to find this. But,

I think, in general this is a great asset, these new things.

You said that in your childhood there were your sister and your friends, but

now kids are growing near electronic media and after some years they start

reading, does it also employ their way of learning?

It certainly does, because some of my friends think that reading becomes
obsolete at some stage. But still, books are nicer to read than from the
machines.

What do you think after writing so many books, do you think it would be
possible to change something in the way of writing, to approach maybe
classical books to electronic media presentations?

I think it is going very much towards electronic media. I have been involved in
one electronic journal called the Journal of Universal Computer Science. It
brings also printed volumes, but these volumes are going mainly to libraries.
The publishing in general and the editing job now is much easier than before.
It is the same this peer reviewing, but earlier I had to make many copies and
mail an article and ask the person if he wants to review and ask to send it
back, but now I can just email the file, otherwise I would have to make
copies, etc. Also now I can just send the file and if he does want to review, he
will act as a referee and if disagrees, then I can ask someone else in the same
way just by forwarding the message. But how would be the publishing in
general, I think the journals will still exist, because people want to see the
paper, not only at the screen. Maybe the more finalized version can be
printed, and in these electronic journals one can still change the contents.

What do you think about the quality printing? Would you like to see your books
in a good quality printing or maybe cheaper that would be easier accessible?

I think this electronic means have certainly improved the quality, now it is
much easier to write papers than before. For example, the LaTex is a very
good tool and so on. I like when a book appears in good quality and usually
the publishers do that and then they can charge.
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I am an Editor of this series of books, and these are nice books, and for one
such book the publisher can charge 100 euros.

How do you remember your colleagues and Professors from Berkeley,

especially John Myhill, as a person I mean?

John Myhill was a very difficult person, he had several nervous breakdowns
and sometimes he had to spend months in sanatorium and so forth, and I
was never so close with him. But, his lectures were very impressive, because
he was full of new ideas, but he was kind of out of this world. I have told
many times this story, it is a true story. We were waiting for him to come to a
lecture, and when he didn't come we went to search him around and he was
in another room and he had already written the blackboard half full without
noticing that there was no audience. Tarski was, of course, entirely different,
he was very socializing, and was kind of a Man of the World, always dressed
very elegantly and so forth. I took some courses from him. There were many
other people, like Roger Lyndon and Robert McNaughton were there at that
time, later they became very well known in this field.
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In this book on the occasion of your 70th birthday it is written that you are one
of the most influential researchers in the Theoretical Computer Science. Of
course, there are many directions, but which one would you maybe select,
where you went deeper?

Certainly Automata and Formal Languages, these two subjects. Sometimes
you speak separately on Lindenmayer systems, because it is kind of
biological, but it's much more Formal Language theory. 1 have also written
two books about Formal Power Series, and it is also kind of another extension
of Formal Languages because it's not power series in the sense of classical
mathematics but in non-commuting variables, it is like words where letters
do not commute. The other field I have been working or teaching much is
Cryptography, and I have written a book about cryptography, but I'm not
saying that I made any significant contribution to it, except maybe I was the
first one to teach cryptography in Finland and so many of these practical
people, in Nokia for instance, they are my students.

You actually started teaching cryptography when playing with kids.

It is true, but there was a time gap, this was in mid forties, but then I came
back to cryptography only in late seventies, when there was this idea of
Public-Key Cryptography, very nice mathematically, very challenging and
interesting mathematically. I gave here in Turku first lectures, I think in
1982.
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And then the book appeared in 1990.

Yes, the book appeared in 1990.

Here in your book could be found that William Stanley Jevons actually
provided first idea about this one way function in cryptography. Do you have
any comment about this, maybe like this problem of factoring product of two
large numbers?

This is the key issue in this, but I'm not aware of any significant progress in
this. Of course, if some fast algorithm will be invented, this would mean that
RSA will become very vulnerable and a lot of these security things,
computers, are using RSA in some form.

It appeared this Shor algorithm related to the quantum computing. Is this a
problem for this area or still not?

Not yet as far as I know, because the quantum computers are still developing,
so I don't think they still do some real big stuff.
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You started speaking about your Professorship in mathematics in Turku, you
taught also cryptography and some other courses?

I can say that I have been teaching here in Turku, since I came back from
Berkeley, in 1957. And I have been teaching any kinds of courses, from
differential equations, calculus, number theory, algebra. Now I've just noticed
that also I gave a course in game theory in 1965, and I've noticed that I still
have my lectures from this course and I've talked about this "Nash
Equilibrium", you know this now Nash became very famous, he won Nobel
Prize and there is this movie "Beautiful Mind" which is about him. It was a
pretty new thing in 1965 this "Nash Equilibrium", so I talked a bit about this
in my lectures.

Does it mean that you like teaching or how do you feel teaching compared to
research?

Especially when I was younger I surely liked teaching. I also like very much to
guide PhD students. I have really wonderful PhD students, much better than

myself. They are all different and you need to have a different approach to
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every of them. Like, some students work entirely alone, and some you have to

see once or twice a week. So it very much depends on the person.

In one period, you also studied in Helsinki?

I have never studied in Helsinki University, but it was kind of formal reason
that I took one exam or degree. I have master degree here in Turku, and then
doctor degree in Turku, but it was kind of formal requirement that I have this
intermediate degree, licentiate degree as called in Finland, so I had this in
Helsinki. I never actually studied there; I only took this degree there.

Then you went to Western Ontario in Canada?

1 was there for two years and I wrote this book "Theory of Automata" and it
was a very nice period, it was developing a University and very nice
colleagues.

How did you get contact to go to Western Ontario?

Actually, they have approached me, because Robert McNaughton, whom I've
mentioned earlier, we were together in Berkeley, he had given lectures in a
summer school in London, Ontario, and he had mentioned about my work on
Axiom System for Regular Expressions and that is how they knew me. So,
they contacted me, actually by phone, it sounded like a nice opportunity and
I went there.

Kai Salomaa?

Kai Salomaa, yes he is my son. He is not actually there, but he is in Canada.
He is in Queens University, Kingston. He was, of course, a small boy when I
was visiting there, but actually I get regular contact with London and I have
visited it almost every year, including last fall. Now, of course I have
additional motivation, because my son is in Canada, and I want to visit him.
But always when I visit Canada, I spent couple of weeks in London, because
still there are actually many professors, my former PhD students, there are
two who came from here, Turku Center for Computer Science, Lucian Hie
and Lila Kari, they are both professors there now.

Then you went to Aarhus, Denmark?

Yes, in between I was five years in Finland, and then I was a Visiting
Professor in Aarhus for two years. There I had also very nice time, that was
kind of beginning time of Lindenmayer systems, this biological thing. I had
some students in Aarhus, so we did some work there.
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Then you also published this Mathematical Theory of L-Systems?

This was a bit later; it was actually written in late seventies, when I came

back to Finland. I was together with Grzegorz Rozenberg, who is, really I can
say, my best friend and we keep in daily contact, even now we phone each

other every day.

Then in 1999, in a conference in Prague, you had a joint invited talk?

Yes, we actually started to talk and we practiced very much, saying the same

things together and we both gave some parts of the talk after that.

That's really impressive, that you have so many co-authors, somewhere I have
found over 50. And also all these students, associates, you said very close
friends, for example Derick Wood or Hermann Maurer.

We all work in the so called MSW group and we work together.

How this group started?

It started so that Hermann Maurer invited me to Graz, he had also earlier
worked with Derick Wood, and we started writing papers together and it was
a very nice collaboration. It was always starting in the following way, that two
of us start together and wrote the paper and the third one checked it, so this
happened in all places. Derick Wood was in Canada, and Hermann was
originally in Karlsruhe, Germany, but Maurer came to Graz, Austria, and I
was here.

This huge group of your associates are from Romania, and they came here.

Yes, actually Moisil I knew a little bit, we have talked few times in the early
sixties. I met him in a big math congress that is held every four years, and it
was in 1962 in Stockholm. After that he came to Helsinki and I met him
there. He had done work on mathematic logic, but then there was practically
nothing in between, but only after the revolution in Romania. So first Lila
Kari came here and then after that I had very close cooperation with
Gheorghe Paun and Alexandru Mateescu, who died unfortunately few years
ago. So these are the closest Romanians. And then of course, I had Romanian
PhD students here, Valeria Mihalache and Lucian Hie here in Turku. Lucian
Hie is now a Professor in London, Ontario.

And with Professor Mateescu you wrote a chapter in a handbook about
languages something that is very interesting for me to ask. There is a table of
languages, how they develop, and in one place you are mentioning Serbo-
Croatian language, Bulgarian language, Macedonian language. Is it just
because it belongs to the same family of Indo-European languages?

Interview with Arto salomaa
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I think this refers to this table; this is more or less the table that appeared in
some linguistic thing, it was in Scientific American or something similar. This
is basically where we did not do any more details, this is just kind of
introduction from language point of view, and this is more or less also from
Scientific American.

Was it so that it was one Prototype language, proto-language, and that all
other languages developed from it?

This is how it is viewed in Indo-European languages, so our original
contribution here in this chapter starts from this Formal Language Theory, it
is more under this telegraphic survey.

Your book on Formal Languages, published in 1973, was referred in 1991
among the 100 most cited texts, and it is really impressive and after that
appeared this Handbook on Formal Languages.

Yes, but this is entirely different thing. Like we say here, in some parts of
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introduction, in that time, in 1973, one could really write about formal
languages in a single volume and still bring the topic to the area of recent
topics. But now, in nineties when the Handbook was compiled, this book has
51 authors. It was impossible to conceive such one book, and that's why we
wanted to make this Handbook. I think that I have written some articles, like
two articles with Mateescu and couple of others and also one with Lila Kari
and Rozenberg about Lindenmayer systems.

Then about the origins of the Formal Language Theory, you wrote pretty much
about this story of origins in combinatorics, computability theory, etc, What is
you opinion on this now about these origins?

My opinion about origins has not changed. I have been mostly interested in
these aspects that are kind of mathematical aspects, dealing with Automata
Theory and combinatorics of words rather than these linguistic origins. These
linguistic origins, for instance, the linguistic people they kind of emphasize
different things, which, of course, have also led to very interesting
mathematical formal problems. But, as regards the origins in general, 1 still
think that formal languages came from many sources.
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Emil Post, Axel Thue, Alan Turing, including Chomsky?

But it is also interesting that Emil Post had just one paper about multiple-valued
logic, he started the same as you, and you also had several papers. Is it the normal
way of development, starting from multi-valued logic?

But besides these Formal languages you are also interested in the Turku dialect?

Chomsky is a bit different than the other three, from Post and Turing they are
more of this my type of origins.

No, it is very accidental.

Well, to some extent, yes, surely. But I have not done anything formal about this or
anything in writing about this, but in translations of my cryptography book, I have
mentioned some examples of this Turku dialect. This is the Chinese translation of
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Cryptography Book, I think here my point is that if your language is Chinese,
you don't need any cryptography because this is already a cryptography, and
then I say that I ask whether the Chinese people could read these phrases in
Finnish. Jaakko Astola would surely understand that. This last sentence is
very good, you really have to know Turku language to understand this.

Another interesting question is, since you have so many associates, so many
students, and you work with them in a different manner, maybe sauna was
the place to meet them?

Yes, some of them yes, but the point is that some people don't want to come
to sauna. Some Finns make this mistake, they kind of force people to come
and my usual attitude is that, ok if you don't want to come to paradise that's
up to you. I have never forced anybody to come to sauna, but certainly I've
met some of them, like MSW group, we spoke about three-sauna-problems.
Because, I have an idea that the veins in your brain open when you are in
sauna. And then, if a problem is difficult, like Sherlock Holmes spoke of
three-pipe-problems, we spoke of three-sauna-problems and that you have to
go three times to sauna to solve this problem.

Salosauna is?

Salosauna is my sauna, I had it since 1975, it's about 50 km from Turku, it's
very old building so we bought this, Salosauna was already built around
1870, so it's an old wooden building.

There is a song about it by Herman Maurer?

There is a song, but it's about people who came on the conference, it's not
actually about Salosauna. Oh, he has also written about Salosauna, so you
are right, it's actually in this book I have. So this is Hermann Maurer's poem,
he has written several things about Salousauna, both in English and
German.

And your paper "What computer scientists should know about sauna"?

Yes, this appears in this Bulletin, actually several times. It is also available in
the net, and it's also in German translation, somebody translated into
German and it was originally in English.

Have you ever met any Serbian Professor?

I have certainly met, like there was this Oberwolfach Conference in earlier
times. I remember especially there was one Serbian, who was very good in

drawing, but I don't remember his name. He drew a picture of me that was
very good.
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And you became a Doctor Honoris Causa of six Universities?

Yes, actually of seven. It was six, but I think Graz was the latest.

What is your cooperation with those Universities? Do you have some
cooperation in teaching or giving lectures?

The first one was the Swedish University in Turku, and of course I had some
colleagues there, then University of Oulu also in Finland, my former student
is a Professor of Math there and I have been there. In all of these Universities
I have some contact and in Bucharest, Szeged in Hungary, then Magdeburg
in Germany, there I also knew people. I have visited University of Latvia in
Riga. I think in all of them there has been some cooperation, more or less.
Like, just yesterday I got an invitation to State University of Latvia, they have
some celebration, they could be 90 or 100 years old and they invited me, but
I'm not planning to go, because I don't travel so much these days anymore.
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Then you became a Member of four Academia; it is Finnish Academy, Swedish
Academy in Finland, Hungarian Academy, then Academia Europaea?

Actually two in Finland, they are Swedish speaking Academy in Finland, then
Academy of Sciences in Finland.

You are very active there?

I am not really very active; I very seldom go to these meetings. Like, these two
Academies in Finland, they meet in Helsinki and I usually don't go there, very
seldom.

And about this European Association for Theoretical Computer Science, you
have been there a president and chairing it, etc. What you can tell us more
about this Association?

This was kind of small at the beginning and I was somehow involved in it
from really early stages. And then it started to develop and it became almost
equally big as the corresponding association in America. It used to have these
main activities, so it has this Bulletin which they publish; I had my Formal
Languages column there for decades and it publishes other things, like
reports from the conferences, announcements of the conferences and this
Theoretical Computer Science journal used to be also the journal of this
Association. But I don't really know what exact relations are now, maybe it is
not advertised that much anymore, this Association. Then also we had this
book series which were initiated by this Academy.

You have been very active in this Nevanlinna Institute and also jury for the
Godel Prize. What are your memories about this?

I was a member when it started, about 10 years, but it seems very long time
ago now, now it's something like that my job finished there in early nineties.
But it was first kind of Institute common to all Universities in Finland; it was
in Mathematics and Computer Science. Its activities included, for instance,
and this is still true, they give prize for the best Doctoral dissertation in
Mathematics in Finland each year. Some of my students have also got this
prize from the Nevanlinna Institute. The Gödel Prize is kind of common
between this EATCS and the corresponding American organization. I was
there and there are some rules how many years you serve there. I have served
there many years as the rules say and at least once, one year I was Chairman
in this. It selects what is called Gödel Prize for the best article in Theoretical
Computer Science within the last five years also.

You said Mathematics and Computer Science; are they different or maybe they
are combined areas? How do you feel about this?
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They are certainly combined areas; it is very difficult to say what about
Automata Theory and Mathematics, it is very close to Semirings Theory
and it is very mathematical and this Formal Power Series is of course very
mathematical. This of course concerns Theoretical Computer Science and
Computer Science in general.

You have selected very interesting titles for your books, one was "Theory of
Automata", then "Computation and Automata" and then it was this "Jewels
of Formal Language Theory". It is a very interesting title.

This Jewels was kind of, actually the other two you have mentioned they
were kind of general research, but this Jewels was intended to present
mathematically beautiful things in Formal Languages. The model for this
book was this Russian Khinchin's book "Three Pearls of Number Theory"
so I had this as a starting point for this Jewels book.

You have mentioned Russian authors and it's mainly Soviet time. Was there
any influence of Soviet time to Finland, especially science in Finland? Where
they completely independent?

Yes, certainly. In my case there was no, but this can vary from field to
field, like there was some definite cooperation in certain technical areas. Of
course, I had some Russian colleagues who visited me here and so forth.
My main contacts were not in Russia.
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How about the way of studying or life of a student here in Finland and maybe
States? Was it so different?

Maybe not anymore now so different. But in my time it was very different,
because in that time students were really on their own, there was very little
guidance and Professors were very big bosses and you couldn't see them
much. It was very different from when I went from here to Berkeley, to see
that famous persons, like Tarski, were available for an ordinary student like
me.

How could you see Finland and science in Finland now in the world
perspective, because we all know Finland is one of the highest tech countries?

Well, it is very difficult to say in general for Science, but I think in my area,
Theoretical Computer Science, Finland is very good and there are my
students and there are also a lot of other people. And if you relate this to the
number of people in the country, I would say that only Israel is maybe
equally good in Theoretical Computer Science as Finland. Otherwise, Finland
is superior if you take the number of people in the population in the country.

How do you feel, how it happened that Finland is so highly developed after so
terrible time, World War in Europe? After Second World War, you had very hard
time, is it mentality of people?

I think one reason was, that there were few instances in history where a
small country like Finland, was able to defend itself from a vastly superior
power like when Finland was in the Winter War and in the Second World War
Finland was never occupied by foreign troops, and this makes Finns kind of
proud and maybe people didn't want to leave the country. This is of course
one explanation. The other explanation would be that in sauna veins open,
but this is very difficult to say.

Turku was a former capital in some period. And is it Turku capital in science
and how are the relations between Turku and Helsinki, Turku and Tampere?

I think they are good, of course I can say that Helsinki now has bigger
Institute and definitely much more people, it is also capital in science, there
is no question about it, but I think relations are good, and also with Tampere
relations are very good. I personally have very good relations with both
Technical Universities and former Rector Timo Lepistö, who is now late, he
died unfortunately early, we were very close personal friends and I have
visited Tampere quite often. Even now I have good contacts there with both
schools, Technical University and University of Tampere. But these are
smaller places, but if you ask for capital, then you have to say it is Helsinki.
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I would like to ask you more about this Many-Valued Logic, because it is my
field of interest. Once you have written that the interpretation of the values
could be very important for practical application. But how to think about it,
what could be the interpretation, do you have your own opinion?

Well I have not been thinking about this so much lately. Of course, the
interpretation could be different kind of probabilities, but I think that
basically some meta language level things start to be two valued after all. My
work in many-valued logic and my own contributions were not in these
interpretations, but this could be considered as purely combinatorial topic
that is this Composition Theory of Functions over finite sets, truth-values are
from finite sets and using this compositions, you can get any function. This
can be stated as strictly mathematical topic without any reference to many-
valued truth values. But I was also involved, this was a second part of my
thesis, I wrote something about axiomatisation of logic, but it was never
published. Of course, later, there were many works done on this.

Since you analyze the history of many-valued logic and origins? Do you see the
perspective of this area, maybe from engineering point of view, concrete
applications?

I know there are many people working in this area and many things have
been done since I was interested in this. Certainly, there are applications, but
I am not so much aware of them, so it is difficult to say, but certainly the
engineers have been working on this.

And about this DNA computing?

DNA computing is entirely different thing, so that was the field I've got
interested, because it is very nice from the Formal Language point of view,
because it brought entirely new problem areas. It is also very nice in these
steps that it could bring something entirely new, because you have this
massive parallelism, once you make this DNA soup, then you can encode all
possibilities, and then all these complementarities and the combination
forms, you get kind of computation really in this sense. This really could lead
to something, but it is also difficult to compare which one is more promising,
the quantum computing or DNA, but really no striking applications have
been shown yet. It is kind of, how should I say, I do not believe either one
would ever substitute normal computers. In some problem areas, I can
visualize they can be very useful, especially Quantum computing could be
very useful in cryptography. And DNA computing also if one can really take
care of this massive parallelism in laboratory.

About these regularities that are described by using the L-systems, you also
mentioned the Sierpinski triangle, are they really appearing in nature, are they
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natural that should be mapped into mathematics or they are more
mathematical and then we suddenly discover something in nature that
matches them?

Well, it's both ways, so one speaks much about this general term Natural
computing, so it is computing model by nature, like genetic algorithms to one
can look as algorithms that started in nature. We look what happens in
nature, and then perhaps we can bring this to our own computing devices.
So, this is a really very very promising approach.

And about these regularities and automata - do you think that automata are
very good models to describe a lot of different phenomena or how would you
say? Automata they are more mathematical models for many phenomena?

They have been used really, like this text editing and many things like this.
Now there is very much advanced theoretical work done on this complexity of
basic automata operations, these regular operations. For instance, if you
search certain texts, certain subtext, then really automata are very helpful,
but it is certainly not everywhere, so you have to look what kind of problems
come up and then decide.

What would be the vision for the development of Formal languages in the
future?

There is of course this, that I would like to call the French School, that are
very much in this combinatorics on words and This kind of mathematical
aspects of words. Then, there are these various linguistic approaches that are
good topics for natural languages. Now there are all kinds of families that are
bigger than context-free languages, like one that we studied that are good for
natural languages. There are recent things like these biological things like
this slicing that we have done in DNA computing, and there are many areas,
so I cannot say which one will be most important in future. The only thing I
can say for sure is that this French School, this mathematical topic are
important, because mathematics will always be there, but how important are
other things will depend on whether they really bring something significant to
this.

Do you think that you, somehow, always support this mathematical approach
to Formal Languages? Does it mean that mathematics is an essential thing in
this area?

Yes, certainly, of course.
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And there is this binary Logic, Multi-valued logic, Fuzzy Logic? What do you
think about this Fuzzy Logic, because it is close to computing with words?

Yes, there are all kinds of claims that Japanese have made all kinds of equip-
ment using Fuzzy Logic. I don't know so much about this, but there was one

doctoral student here in Turku who moved latter to Lappeenranta working in
this area and then I had to know a little bit of this. I think that certainly one
can not ignore this topic, it is very promising approach, because I think that
life is not this black and white, but there are different shades of gray and

similar things in all kinds of situations, for instance if it is cold or not in this
room, etc. For all kinds of regulating devices, you need this Fuzzy Logic for
sure.

Would you like to visit East Euorpe one day, maybe Serbia, I would like to
invite you?

I would like certainly, however, as I said, I travel very little these days. My
health is otherwise ok, but I have very bad knees, so I'm using stick when I
walk outside. The only trip I like to go is that I usually go once a year to
Canada, and occasionally something else. But, very few trips abroad these
days.

There is another interesting question. Your son is working in your field. How
does it feel to perate with your own son in the same field? Is it easy?

It is, of course, very easy, but we have not cooperated very much, but we had
some joint publications. But mainly, in all of these publications, there is not
a single publication where are just two of us, there is always somebody else.
My Chinese friend Sheng Yu is in many of these.

You have visited China?

I have not visited China, but also I have contact, because my son is married

to a Chinese.

And about translations of your books, they have been translated in many
languages. How do you feel, is translation always very close to the original or
not so similar?

Except for German I cannot tell, for example for Chinese and Japanese I
cannot tell at all, then I think also Romanian and Vietnamese, they have been
really translated into languages that are not familiar to me. And there is this
German translation of Formal Languages that is very good. And there is also
French translation of one of my books that is also ok. Then Russian
translations, I know and I can read a little bit of Russian but I cannot really
tell is it good or not. There is this DNA computing in Russian translation, and
it is probably very good, because these are very good people who translate.
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You probably receive many letters from your former students all around the
world?

Yes, especially now e-mails, I get quite.

How is it to work with someone and become a friend at the same time? Does it
simplify the scientific work or when you are friends you cannot fight that much
and argue on some topics or does it just helps?

It certainly helps, so I would say that my best friends are really people with
whom I have worked very much. So it certainly helps and I would say that
good cooperation is something where you don't count how much work each
of you does, but everybody tries its best. This was always the case for this
MSW group, we never counted we should do equally, and everybody tries to
do as much as possible. There are also different types of people, like some
people do not like to write things up, so I like to write things up. It is very
often, when we have certain results, then I write the paper up, and I produce
the final results.

How about mathematical proofs? Do you like to prove your theories or you just
come up with some theorem, and you know that it's correct and you don't like
to write a complete proof or do you prefer to do that?

Of course, if you publish it, you should write a proof and you should write it
in reasonable big details. When I write a proof, I usually do so, this is my
style of writing. I also provide some intuitive application. There are also other
styles, that are strictly formal, that say this is this, and this is this and it can
go several pages, and one doesn't really know what is happening. Some
people think this is not good, but I think it is good that I always like
explanations, like now we do this because we try to get this at the end and so
forth.

And about examples in writing?

Examples I like really much. I liked very much, with this Romanian, my very
good friend, Alexandru Mateescu, who died 3 years ago. We were different in
this sense, I always when we came up to a new thing, and then he started to
generalize it to get algebraic generalizations, and I wanted to have specific
examples to see where it leads to.

What is the topic that you maybe would like to say, and that I would ask, and
I didn't ask about? Maybe some things considering work with students, after
so many years of experience?

There are of course many things, one thing I would like to say is a personal
thing, I like classical music very much. I usually say that if you have a very
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beautiful mathematical results, this is something like Beethoven quartetto or
something like this. Mathematics can be really very beautiful and this is what
I also like to say, that mathematics is a great fun. If you really have some
problem and you are really making some progress and prove it, then there is
no other thing that I would like to do more. Like I want to watch football and
my favorite example is that there was a World Cup Final in football, it was
between Germany and Argentine in 1990, and at the same time I had a really
a very nice thing to write. Then finally I watched the final, but immediately I
came to this that was interesting.

Are you playing some instrument?

I'm not playing myself. This is also when I compare music and mathematics,
it is that you can really enjoy in music without being professional, but I
doubt whether you could really enjoy mathematical beauty without being, at
least to some extent, professional.








